Important Information Needed to Complete Evaluations for 2016

For the 2016 fair no swine will be weighed in for an official beginning or ending weight for evaluation purposes. To help you complete your evaluation forms, you are requested to indicate an “estimated” or “scale” weight below by placing an “X” on the appropriate line for the beginning and ending weight. This form **MUST** be included with your evaluation for it to be complete.

(Check one line)

Beginning Weight at tag in (June 1-15, 2016):

- I estimated the beginning weight. ________________
- I used a scale for beginning weight. ________________

(Check one line)

Ending Weight as of September 17, 2016:

- I estimated the final weight. ________________
- I used a scale for the final weight. ________________

** For assistance in weight estimations, please ask your producer or your club swine leader.

*** Note: An official weight will be taken on Friday, September 16, 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. or Saturday, September 17, 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.